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ABSTRACT

1

We present PIANX, a platform to assist piano players in alleviating Music Performance Anxiety (MPA). Our work is motivated by
the ability of Virtual Reality (VR) to create environments closely
resembling the real world. For musicians, settings such as auditions
or concerts are of particular interest, since they allow practicing
in situations which evoke stress as a result of stage fright. Current approaches are limited: while they provide a virtual scene,
realistic haptic feedback (i.e. playing on a real piano) and an authentic representation of their hands is missing. We close this gap
with the design of a Mixed Reality platform, consisting of a MIDI
(Musical Instrument Digital Interface) stage piano and an HTC
Vive Pro VR headset. The platform offers (a) two approaches to
finger tracking and visualization – a virtual representation based
on LeapMotion hand tracking (baseline) and a real representation
using see-through VR; in addition, it provides (b) three different
settings in which users can practice (home, audition, concert hall)
and (c) a mechanism for real time feedback. We created a series of
videos demonstrating the system and collected feedback from 23
participants in an online study, assessing their views towards our
platform. Results reveal key insights for the design of virtual MPA
training platforms from a scientific and consumer perspective.

Trembling, perspiration and shortness of breath – to many musicians these symptoms are all too familiar and often induced by the
task of performing in front of people [38, 46]. Due to its highly
competitive environment, the music industry requires not only
technical and instrument-specific motor skills but also high mental
resilience [28]. A musician must be able to cope with the intense
psychological pressure caused by the implicit expectation to meet
personal and the audiences’ standards. The term used to describe
this state is "Music Performance Anxiety" [9] (oftentimes referred
to as "stage fright"). However, various studies question the accuracy
of using both terms interchangeably [7, 44]. If or when the Music
Performance Anxiety reaches an excessive level, it can cause damage to the musician’s mental well-being and impair performance
skills [49]. Mental suffering can be short-term but potentially also
accompany musicians for the rest of their lives [28].
Many studies have shown that Music Performance Anxiety is
independent of age, gender, or years of private study [7, 20, 46]. This
mental health issue affects musicians at amateur level just as much
as professionals. In extreme cases, it can lead the musicians to pause
or even terminate their musical career. An example is the famous
Russian pianist Vladimir Horowitz, who avoided the limelight for
multiple, longer periods of time [6, 24]. A survey conducted by
the International Conference of Symphony and Opera Musicians
questioned over 2000 professional musicians and found Music Performance Anxiety to be the most frequent non-musculoskeletal
medical problem among them [13]. More than 20 percent of the
questioned musicians take beta-blockers, medication that weakens stress hormones, before important performances in public. In
another study, 190 students from a musical university were asked
about the negative feelings of Music Performance Anxiety before
performing [44]. The perception of stage fright as a problem was
also assessed. Results of this study showed that a significant number of students experienced stage fright as a problem and imagined
it to have a negative impact on their career. Additionally, the majority expressed a strong need for more support with this issue (65
percent) and wished to receive more education and information
about stage fright (84 percent).
One approach to cope with the anxiety is by exposing users
to computer-generated simulations. Aufegger et al., for instance,
explored the user’s perception and experience performing in stage
fright triggering simulations [3]. Orman et al. [36] and Bisonnette
et al. used Virtual Reality to enhance the immersion of stage fright
evoking simulations [4]. While the latter provides evidence for
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virtual environments feeling of presence and may have provided
the means for desensitization, the results indicate a significant
decrease in performance anxiety for musicians in the treatment
group for those with a high level of state anxiety, for those with a
high level of trait anxiety, for women, and for musicians with high
immersive tendencies. Their study results similarly indicate the
great potential Virtual Reality bears in creating a sense of presence
in virtual simulations and using it to desensitize MPA.
Two major challenges in using simulated settings are (a) providing haptic feedback as if playing on a physical keyboard and (b)
a realistic representation of the user’s hands. We extend state-ofthe-art by providing an integrated piano MiXed Reality platform
(PIANX) which enables haptic feedback by allowing a real piano
to be used and provide a way of realistically visualizing a player’s
hands. With the presented system we aim to obtain an in-depth understanding of how MR can help players mitigate MPA by enabling
them to practise while being confronted with stage fright.
In summary, our research focuses on the perception of three
specific design aspects from a musician’s point of view. The first
aspect concerns hand visualizations in the Mixed Reality view of
the user. In particular, we compare three different types of hand
representations. Two are virtual hand models and differ in their
appearances (serving as baselines), while the third is based on a
camera that displays the real hands. The second design aspect
concerns the virtual environments in which the user can practise.
In this respect, PIANX includes three different environments. Each
environment is designed and intended to provoke a certain stress
level. The third design feature relates to feedback mechanisms. Our
system incorporates a mechanism for real time feedback.
When comparing the three included settings (home, audition,
concert), we found that audition and concert were perceived significantly more stressful than home. This indicates that environments
involving some form of evaluation are specifically useful for MPA
provocation. The vast majority of participants perceive the degree
of realism to be a decisive criterion for the effectiveness of the
virtual simulation and the immersion directly associated with it.
Furthermore, shortening the distance as well as including familiarity between user and attendant, virtual people can increase the
level of evoked stress. Concerning hand visualization, we found a
clear preference of a real hand representation to the virtual hand
models among the participants. Therefore, it is desirable to include
the pianist’s actual hands in the MPA piano training simulations.
Contribution Statement – Our contributions is twofold: 1) We
present PIANX as a platform combining a real piano, hand tracking and Mixed Reality technology to alleviate music performance
anxiety, and 2) we report on an online user study using video demonstrators to gain insights into the design of virtual MPA training
platforms, showing that users prefer MR see-through hand representation and desire enhanced physiological feedback mechanisms.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The following section will, first, briefly introduce Music Performance Anxiety (MPA) and summarize coping strategies. Afterwards, we will summarize prior work looking into how musicians
can be supported using digital solutions. Finally, an overview will
be provided on digital piano interfaces.

Unknown et al.

2.1

Music Performance Anxiety (MPA)

Anxiety by itself is an innate and natural human trait [9]. It only
then becomes problematic when the affected person starts encountering unhealthy mental distress and negative effects on their functioning. Kenny defined Music Performance Anxiety (MPA) as the
"experience of marked and persistent anxious apprehension related
to musical performance that has arisen through specific anxiety
conditioning experiences and which is manifested through combinations of affective, cognitive, somatic and behavioural symptoms"
[19, 21]. MPA can occur in various types of performance settings.
However, it is experienced most intensively in evaluative environments, such as recitals or auditions [19, 24, 37]. These scenarios
involve a high ego investment and some form of judgement of the
musical performance. MPA can result in an impairment of the musical performance and possibly cause permanent damages to mental
health. Examples are depression, panic attacks, sleep disturbance,
and side effects of medications used for MPA [9, 34].

2.2

Digital Training Solutions

As mentioned in the introduction, virtual simulations that offer a
digital training method for playing piano in a stressful situation
show great potential. There are multiple ways to create simulations
in Virtual Reality (VR) or Mixed Reality (MR), for example by using
a head-mounted display, a projection screen or a computer monitor.
According to Mandal, VR describes a fully "computer generated
synthetic world that may be observed, moved through and manipulated by a user in realtime." [27]. VR can be assigned to the three
dimensions immersion, presence, and interactivity [27, 43]. MR on
the other hand indicates a partly computer-generated world [31].
In an MR environment, both real world and virtual world elements
are merged and/or co-exist in one instance within a single display.
In the context of MPA, it is particularly important to focus on the
level of immersion, for it strongly influences the level of anxiety the
pianist experiences [5]. Similarly, prior work showed that the level
of perceived anxiety is closely linked to the perceived presence and
vice versa [1, 23].
Bissonette et al. developed a VR Exposure Training (VRET),
which is based on projection [5]. VRET is designed for the treatment
of Music Performance Anxiety and its impact on music students
was tested. VRET exposes the students to four virtual environments,
three representing typical classical music audiences and one showing an empty concert hall. Unlike in the works of Aufegger et al. [3],
where the simulation is projected onto one single screen in front of
the performer, VRET displays the simulation on multiple screens
arranged around the test person. The study results revealed that
most participants experienced reduced psychological MPA levels.

2.3

Digital Piano Systems

To create a piano playing experience within a virtual simulation,
it is essential to provide sufficient visual feedback on hand and
individual finger movements. Therefore, VR pianos often utilise a
motion tracking device that is able to compile information about the
positions of hands and fingers. Using this information, the hands can
accurately be mapped onto a virtual hand model in VR. In addition,
position data can give insights into finger movement properties,
such as finger dynamics in piano touch and tempo [14, 15]. One
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way of implementing a VR Piano is to create a piano model, which
solely exists in the VR view of the head-mounted display [17].
In HMD settings, hand movements are often performed in midair. Other applications rely on hand interaction with planar objects,
which function as a replacement for the real piano surface [25].
Depth sensors can also be used for monitoring finger movements.
Oka and Hashimoto, for instance, proposed a concept based on
depth information for automated piano lessons, in which the practice of fingering is possible [35]. Another option for tracking hand
movements is by detecting hand gestures. Qiao et al. created a piano
playing VR system that uses gesture detection with the Leap Motion
technology [39]. A study showed that the virtual piano application
has good performance. However, one noteworthy disadvantage is
the lack of tactile feedback for the user. This becomes especially
problematic when the user wants to play fast passages.
Desnoyers-Stewart, Gerhard and Smith developed a virtual piano keyboard with which they explored the integration of physical
objects into a virtual environment and its effects on immersion and
feeling of presence [11]. The pianist uses a VR headset. However, as
the pianist still plays on a real world keyboard, the authors referred
to their system as a "Mixed Reality piano keyboard". Using such a
MR piano keyboard instead of a keyboard that only exists in VR,
comes with the benefit of haptic feedback that is added to the experience. Multiple studies investigated the role of physical touch in
VR experiences. As of yet, most VR applications primarily address
our visual and auditory senses [8, 10]. However, there is great value
in equipping virtual objects with physical qualities [16]. Such haptics provide the user with more cues about the environment, thus
enhancing their sense of immersion and interactivity and stimulating their imagination [10, 32]. Other hand tracking options include
marker based solutions, which can either be magnetic or reflective.
However, hardly any research work follows this approach.

2.4

Summary

Music Performance Anxiety is a widespread problem among musicians of any age, gender or skill level. Therefore, training possibilities reducing the psychological distress caused by MPA are highly
desired. One approach to improve MPA coping skills is to introduce
virtual simulations in MPA training, e.g., projection [3, 5]. Using
VR or MR simulations instead of projection can add new degrees of
immersion, presence and interactivity to the experience. Especially
the introduction of haptic feedback by adding real world objects to
the virtual experience in MR systems is beneficial [11].
To the best of our knowledge no approach to alleviate MPA in
piano playing exist, where users are able to experience a virtual,
MPA-inducing scene while at the same time being able to play on a
real keyboard and seeing their real hands. Additionally, an understanding of how users perceive an MR setting for MPA training is
missing as of today. Providing multiple design options, the PIANX
platform offers a first step in designing and developing just that.

3 THE PIANX PLATFORM
3.1 Concept & Requirements
To enable haptic feedback and a realistic hand representation, we
use a MIDI [41] piano keyboard and an HTC Vive PRO VR headset.
PIANX can display the user’s real hands using the HTC Vive Pro
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Figure 1: The audition environment puts the player in a situation where four judges observe the performance.
headset’s built-in see-through camera in a virtual environment. In
addition, the platform supports the display of virtual hands (as is
common in state-of-the-art projects). As hands are constantly in
motion during piano playing, displaying virtual hand representations requires hand tracking technology. To this end, we added the
LeapMotion hand tracking device to our setup.
Besides a suitable hand and piano representation in VR, conceptual requirements also include the recording and processing of
MIDI data, implementing suitable virtual environments that evoke
stress, and visualizing feedback in real time.

3.2

System Design

3.2.1 Virtual Environment. The PIANX platform involves three
virtual environments, intended to evoke a certain level of stress.
The environments differs in the number of listeners, their level of
expectation and their familiarity with the environment. The first
two are based on the works of Williamon et al. [48]. They tested the
effectiveness of two virtual environments in successfully inducing
feelings of stress in violin students. The environments were displayed on a two-dimensional screen. One environment consisted of
a virtual audience. The other involved an audition with three virtual
judges. Both scenarios are driven by the expectation to deliver a
high quality performance in an unfamiliar setting with several listeners. Due to these attributes, they are expected to provoke a high
level of stage fright. In PIANX, both scenes are re-created in VR.
Top view perspectives and the views whilst inside the simulation
are shown in Figures 1 (audition) and 2 (concert hall).
In the virtual setting the piano is placed inside a living room
with a single other virtual person (Figure 3). The other person
is working on an electronic device and does not pay attention
to the pianist. Compared to the other scenarios, the third scene
reduces the number of listeners to a minimum and demonstrates
their indifference to the performance. The placement of the user in
a living room is supposed to set a familiar and homely atmosphere,
hence provoking a low level of stress.
3.2.2 Hand Visualization. To provide a suitable virtual hand visualization, we considered three tracking technologies: (a) an OptiTrack
Motion Capture System, which relies on infrared cameras and reflective markers; (b) the HTC-Vive Pro Hand Tracking, which is an embedded feature of the VR headset; and (c) a Leap Motion Controller,
which uses a camera for hand gesture detection. Desnoyers-Stewart
et al. summarize the properties of different tracking solutions, specifically regarding accuracy, form factor, and portability[11]. We implemented tracking using the three proposed options, ultimately
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The user interacts with the system using the computer keyboard,
which functions as user input controller. Once a user starts the
application, they can give one of the following three commands:
(1) Switch between recording base mode or practice mode (by
pressing "o")
(2) Start recording (by pressing "space")
(3) End and save a recording (by pressing "escape")
Figure 2: The concert hall environment exposes the player
to a setting with many listeners.

Figure 3: The living room environment was designed to create a rather relaxing atmosphere.

deciding on using the Leap Motion Controller for displaying two
fully virtual hand representations, because of two reasons. The
Optitrack augments the hands too much with markers to be able to
freely interact with the system. Tests with the HTC-Vive Pro hand
tracking showed that it is less precise and entails a larger latency of
real to virtual hand tracking. Also the representations are based on
prior work [11]. For the third option, i.e. the display of the user’s
real hands, we use the HTC Vive Pro see-through camera.
3.2.3 Feedback. PIANX accesses the MIDI data transmitted by the
MIDI piano keyboard. From this data, the information which key
was played (keynote), the force with which it was pressed (velocity)
and the timestamp when it pressed (start time) is extracted. This
allows the (duration) for which a key is pressed to be calculated.
For each key press, i.e. each MIDI event that occurs, PIANX saves
the keynote, velocity, start time and duration, which is then used
to determine whether a note was missed, played correctly or incorrectly (status). Accordingly, meaningful feedback is provided
in form of a small virtual interface window above the piano, that
shows textual information (c.f. Figure 3, right).

3.3

Interaction Design

Our system includes different interaction possibilities that allow
the piano player to receive feedback on their performance. The user
can operate the system in two modes:
• Base mode: When this mode is activated, the most recent
recording is saved as a MIDI file (referred to as "comparison
file") and serves as a model for comparison with practice files.
• Practice mode: When this mode is activated, each recording
is stored in a separate MIDI file (referred to as "practice file")
and can be compared with the comparison file. This way, the
pianist can receive feedback on the performance.

The three commands are available in both modes. An instruction
panel inside the VR environment promotes the interactivity of the
system. One elementary aspect of our interaction design is that
PIANX lets pianists themselves create their own version of the
performance without the VR headset, to which practice takes can
be compared to. This decision originates on the awareness that
each pianist has a different way of interpreting and performing a
musical piece. After all, the aim is to compare, adapt and raise the
performance quality of the VR performance to the quality of the
pianist’s individual version. This version can only be created in
base mode. By giving the commands to start and end a recording,
the system captures the performance and writes the MIDI data into
one specific MIDI file. This file is defined as ’comparison file’. The
user can re-record the musical extract as often as they like. Once
satisfied with the comparison file, users can switch to the second
mode, the practice mode. In this mode, recording and saving a take
will automatically create a practice MIDI file, which can be used
for feedback and analysis afterwards. In contrast to the base mode,
every saving creates a new file, allowing for multiple practice files
to be created and stored.

3.4

Research Approach

The PIANX platform focuses on the design aspects of virtual environments, hand visualizations and feedback. We formulated three
research questions, each referring to a different design aspect.
(1) What are important and desired design features of virtual environments that effectively evoke Music Performance Anxiety?
(2) How do pianists perceive virtual compared to real hand representations for piano playing in a virtual simulation?
(3) What feedback variables do pianists desire when using an MR
application that aims to alleviate Music Performance Anxiety?
We had originally planned to invite casual piano players, teachers, and professionals to experience and explore the different features of the platform. To not put users at any risk, we decided to
abort the study with the beginning of the Corona crisis, after we had
demonstrated the platform to amateur piano players from within
our institute.
After careful consideration we decided to conduct an online
study, where instead of physically trying out the platform, participants had the opportunity to watch videos depicting the different
aspects of the system. Afterwards they were asked to fill in a questionnaire, designed to answer the research question put forth.

4

SYSTEM

In the following the implementation is described – in particular the
architecture, the implementation of the hand representation the
different virtual environments a well as the feedback mechanism.
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Figure 5: Real hand display system setup

Figure 4: Visualization of the concept for testing MR and
VR piano playing using different hand representations: Real
Hands (a), Capsule Hands (b) and the Low Polygon Hands (c)

4.1

Architecture

The piano keyboard used is a Yamaha MIDI Master Keyboard with
88 keys. The hardware setup consists of a computer (HP Z VR Backpack G1 Workstation) running Windows 10 pro (32GB RAM, Intel
Core i7-7820HQ, NVIDIA Quadro P5200) and the HTC-Vive Pro VR
headset. The OUT port of the piano keyboard is connected to a tone
generator, which in turn is connected to the computer via MIDI/USB
interface as well as the loudspeakers. The tone generator is a device
that plays the sound of the pressed key on the MIDI-Keyboard via
the loudspeakers and transmits the MIDI data from the keyboard
to the computer. The latter are used for the audio sound output.
The program is written in C# and implemented using the Unity
Game Engine (version v.2019.2.12f1). The computer is connected
to both the tone generator and the VR headset, thus serving as the
interface for all key hardware and software components.

4.2

Hand Tracking and Visualization

The PIANX platform offers three options for displaying the user’s
hand inside the VR environment. Figure 4 conveys the simplified
concept idea. It shows the user’s actions in the top picture. The
three bottom pictures display the user’s VR view for each of the
three hand representations.
4.2.1 Virtual Hand Representation. In order to use the virtual hand
models in PIANX, the Leap Motion Controller1 with software Orion
Beta is added to the setup. The device is attached to the VR headset
using Velcro strips and connected via USB3.0 to the computer.
A study by Argelaguet et al. experimented with different degrees
of realism of hand representations in VR [2]. They came to the
conclusion that abstract and iconic hands lead to a better understanding of the virtual hands as their own. On the basis of this
research, we selected two virtual hand model prefabs for our system. The first hand model type is the Capsule Hand, which consists
of basic geometric forms. This prefab includes the display of left
and right upper arms. The second type is the Low Polygon Hand.
1 https://developer.leapmotion.com/

[Accessed: May 10, 2020]

Hand models of this type are black mesh hand models. They resemble a human hand more closely than the Capsule Hand model,
as the mesh, similarly to human skin, covers the bones and single
components. Figure 4 (b) shows the Capsule Hands, while 4 (c) illustrates the Low Polygon Hands on the right. A calibration program
is implemented, that automatically adjusts the position of the real
piano model. After executing the calibration, the relation between
real hands and real keyboard is projected onto the relation between
their virtual pendants.
4.2.2 Real Hand Representation. McGill et al. found evidence for
drastic improvements in the performance while typing in VR as
real world elements are included [29]. This suggests that seeing the
real world hands and keys facilitate playing piano in VR, thereby
causing less errors and increasing performance quality. Testing the
representation with 4 people from the research group also hinted
at this. Therefore, we implemented an additional option allowing
the real hands to be seen. We enable the “see-through” feature of
the VR headset’s front-mounted camera. Figure 4 (a) shows the
user’s VR view using the HTC-Vive Pro see-through camera and
turning on the see-through mode transparent passthrough. As a
result, the person wearing the headset sees the virtual world transparently superimposed onto the real world’s live camera image. No
additional hardware is required. However, the see-through camera
option cannot be limited to a certain area of the visual field of view.
To limit the superimposition to the area of the real keyboards keys
and the user’s real hands, we use a black non-reflective blanket.
The blanket is fixed in a way that it covers the real environment
as much as needed to use the blue-screen-technique (see Figure 5).
The piano keys are left uncovered and are, therefore, visible to the
user in VR.

4.3

Virtual Environments

The human models and animations for the virtual environment are
imported from mixamo.com2 .
Living Room. The living room 3D model was acquired from TurbosQuid.com3 and imported into the Unity project. A few adjustments are made to the interior design, to create a more homely
atmosphere and fit the virtual piano inside the room. One person
(including animations) was added.
2 https://www.mixamo.com/

[Accessed: May 10, 2020]

3 https://www.turbosquid.com/3d-models/bedroom-bed-3d-model-1524240

May 10, 2020]

[Accessed:
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Audition. The audition scene contains only the piano and the
four animated examiners sitting at a table. The user directly faces
the judges. The background is black, a dramatic contrast to the white
ground. As lighting plays an important role in evoking feelings of
stress [30], a spotlight was placed directly above the scene.

Unknown et al.

5.2

1. The first part contains questions on the participants’ demographics and their previous experiences in piano playing
and VR.
2. In part two, participants are asked questions about previous
experiences of stage fright and its effect on them. Questions related to MPA are adapted from Kenny’s Music Performance Anxiety Inventory (K-MPAI) [22] and the Appendix
of Sweeny’s Structured Interview Screening Questions and
Selection Criteria for Music Performance Anxiety [45].
3. Part three contains questions related to the designed virtual
environments. They concerned the realism of simulations
and experienced perception thereof. We derived the questions form Williamon et al. [48] and Kassab et al. [18].
4. The fourth part focused on the hand representations in our
system. For questions about the perception of virtual hands,
the questionnaire presented by Argelaguet et al. [2] served as
a basis. They investigated the sense of body-ownership and
the sense of agency of virtual hand representations when
interacting with virtual environments. Selected questions
were adapted to this context.
5. Questions related to feedback design are asked in part five.

Concert Hall. About 200 human models are placed inside the
scene, with various looped sitting animations assigned to them.
The model for the auditorium was purchased from cgtrader.com4 .

4.4

Feedback Mechanism

For providing realtime feedback, the recorded comparison file is used.
It serves as a reference to which the realtime playing is compared.
We implemented a method that carries out a realtime analysis of the
current play when in practice mode and recording was developed.
This happens by going through the comparison file sequentially: at
every keystroke registered and transmitted as MIDI data, the played
keynote value is immediately compared to the keynote value in the
corresponding line of the comparison file. For this comparison we
use the error metric suggested by Rogers et al. [40]. Therefore, three
attributes are registered: missed notes, incorrectly played notes and
correctly played notes. Incorrectly played notes can be identified as
"pitch error" while correctly played notes are classified as "correct
pitch" [12]. Each of the three error variables is appointed a number
from 0 to 2. This value is compared for every played key and added
to the MIDI file as status. To visualize the quantitative performance
feedback, a panel is placed inside the scene. The panel displays the
number of missed, correctly and incorrectly played notes and is
updated with every keystroke. For an immediate and intuitive visual
feedback, a circle is placed next to the three counters. Different
colouring of the circle is used as a feedback tool. Red represents an
incorrectly played note, green signals a correctly played note, and
if the circle turns blue, the user missed a note. The display panel is
placed right next to the piano, to the right of the user.

5

EVALUATION

We investigated what users consider important design features to
evoke MPA (RQ1), how pianists perceive virtual compared to real
hand representations (RQ2) and in which form they want to receive
feedback while using an application to alleviate MPA (RQ3)5 .

5.1

Study Design

Participating in the survey took approximately 15–20 minutes. In
the beginning, participants were briefed about the overall study’s
objective. To create a good understanding of how PIANX functions,
we recorded seven videos from the user’s VR view (a) in the three
different setting; (b) using the three different hand representations;
and (c) displaying the real time feedback mechanism. The videos
were made available via YouTube.com6 . In addition, several pictures
showed the VR view for the corresponding questions.
4 https://www.cgtrader.com/3d-models/interior/hall/auditorium-vr-ar-game-ready

[Accessed: May 10, 2020]
5 Note, that it was impossible to evaluate the platform with participants in the lab.
Hence, the survey’s main purpose was to trigger thought-provoking feedback.
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLJJfL99$_$-o;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5w1TccMOhes;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bb4IIyLoS8M;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVPhszF6-G0;

Questionnaire

The online survey consisted of five parts:

Questions of part two to five are based on a 7-point Likert scale. Part
three to five each address one research question. Additionally, part
three to five include one question about the personal preference
of the different conditions. The survey was completed by open
questions regarding areas for improvement.

5.3

Recruiting

23 people with piano playing skills between 20 and 62 years took
part. The number of years of piano playing experience ranges from
1 to 55 with an average of 16.5 years. The majority (56.5 percent)
of the respondents practice the piano once a week or more often.
34.8 percent state to practice once a month to once a year. The
remaining 8.7 percent reveal to have discontinued their practice.
Most of the questioned musicians perform in public regularly, with
30.4 percent stating to do so every few months and 43.5 percent
about once a year.
When asked about their familiarity with VR, 52.2 percent claim
to have never experienced it before. 34.8 percent experience this
technology once a month to once a year. The remaining 13.0 percent
have interacted with it about one to four times in their lifetime.

6

RESULTS

We present the results of the conducted online survey.

6.1

Music Performance Anxiety

Questions regarding Music Performance Anxiety were based on a
7-point Likert scale (1=not at all; 7=very much so). The majority
of participants affirmed to play the piano better in private than in
public (Mean=5.66, SD=1.36). According to most respondents, this
happens even when thoroughly prepared to the best of their ability
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XHM2NQBiiQ;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIpvjC8Y9w [Accessed: May 20, 2020]
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(Mean=2.22, SD=1.70) can be found on the lower end of the Likert
scale. A statistically significant difference in the responses for rating
of the usefulness of the environments was revealed, 𝜒 2 (2) = 27.475,
p < 0.001. Based on the Wilcoxon test, there is a significant difference between the Living Room and Audition (Z=-3.362, p=0.001), as
well as between the Living Room and the Concert Hall (Z=-3.454,
p=0.001) trials. However, there is no significant difference between
Audition and Concert Hall (Z=-2.012, p=0.044).
(a) Likert scale results of the
three virtual environments
compared in the study.

(b) Likert scale results of visual
feedback/support of VR illusion of hand representations.

Figure 6: Ratings for environment / hand respresentation.
(Mean=4.81, SD=1.78). Although the common opinion about the
perception of stage fright itself as a problem is neutral (Mean=4.30,
SD=2.14), participants are generally interested in using an application that helps coping with this anxiety (Mean=4.78, SD=1.78).

6.2

Virtual Environments

Figure 6a shows the ratings for the questions related to virtual
environments. When directly comparing the preference of the presented virtual environments, a clear tendency towards the scenarios
Concert Hall and Living Room becomes clear. 10 participants each
choose the Concert Hall and the Living Room as their preferred
practice environment, while 3 select Audition.
6.2.1 Realism. The latter environment is also perceived as the least
realistic one (Mean=3.82, SD=1.50). The Living Room (Mean=5.48,
SD=1.59) is perceived more realistic than the Concert Hall (Mean=4.61,
SD=1.41). A Friedman test represents a statistically significant difference for the question about the degree of realism depending
on the environment, 𝜒 2 (2) = 17.043, p < 0.001. When applying the
Wilcoxon test on the results of this question, solely the trial between
the Living Room and the Audition is significantly different (Z=-3.672,
p<0.001). Comparing the Living Room with the Concert Hall (Z=2.244, p=0.025) and the Concert Hall with the Audition (Z=-1.894,
p=0.058), no statistically significant differences are revealed.
6.2.2 Stress. Most participants expect the environment Audition to
be most stressful (Mean=5.17, SD=1.61), closely followed by Concert
Hall (Mean=5.00, SD=1.48). The Living Room received low scores in
this matter (Mean=1.74, SD=0.75). A Friedman test shows a statistically significant difference in the perceived stress level depending
on the environment, 𝜒 2 (2)=36.851, p<0.001. Post hoc analysis with
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was carried out using a Bonferroni
adjustment, that sets the significance level at p < 0.017. The tests
reveal significant differences between the Living Room and the Audition environment trial (Z=-4.220, p<0.001) as well as the Living
Room and the Concert Hall environment trial (Z=-4.224, p<0.001).
However, the trial between the Audition and the Concert Hall shows
no significant difference (Z=-0.202, p=0.840).
6.2.3 Evoking Stage Fright. The questionnaire reveals that the Audition (Mean=4.91, SD=1.83) scenario is expected to be most useful for evoking stage fright. The Concert Hall receives similar ratings (Mean=4.35, SD=1.77). The average rating for the Living Room

6.2.4 Suggestions for Improvements. The ranking in realism is complemented by additional feedback. Participants state the audition
environment looking "too plain" (P1) and needing to be "more realistic" (P1,18,22). Two participants (P9,P20) suggest a repositioning
of the jury as an audition "usually incorporates a jury able to observe the hands and the keyboard" (P9). One musician (P4) refers
to their own experiences and hints that it can be "even more frightening when you feel like the jury does not really pay you their
full attention", therefore proposing to add other animations to the
examiners, like "whispering to one another, maybe even about your
performance". Another suggestion for improvement of the audition
environment is to reduce the distance between the player and the
jury so that the player "sees the[ir] faces" (P22). For the concert hall,
a spotlight (P21,P23) and background noises, such as the whispering
of the audience, (P3,P4,P8,P21) are recommended.
General improvement ideas include adding a piano bench for
more realism (P3) and the incorporation of people’s real time reaction to one’s performance (P22). An example could be to make
the person in the living room "look up with a confused expression"
(P22) during poor performance.
Participants contributed ideas for new environments. Four participants propose a scenario, where the musician must perform in a
street (P1,P6,P17,P21). The sudden approach of attentive listeners is
pointed out to cause increased stress (P1). Four participants suggest
a classroom scenario (P3,P8,P12,P13), others deemed playing in
front of a celebrity (P18), the piano teacher (P20) or family/friends
(P10,P22) a suitable stage fright provoking scenario. Playing together with others or an orchestra (P9), as well as playing in a room
without knowing who can hear the performance through the wall
(P4) are also proposed virtual environments.

6.3

Hand Representation

Figure 6b contains the scores of participants on a 7-point Likert scale
for questions related to hand representations. When comparing the
views on the virtual hand types Capsule Hands and Low Polygon
Hands with the real hands, 22 out of the 23 participants state to
prefer seeing their real hands in the simulation. The remaining
person prefers the Capsule Hand model. The existence of an arm
representation additional to hands and fingers, as given with the
Real Hands and the Capsule Hands, seems to be important to the
musicians (Mean=5.30, SD=1.94).
6.3.1 Realism. Real Hands receive by far the highest score (Mean=
6.39, SD=1.08), compared to Capsule Hands (Mean=2.57, SD=1.67)
and Low Polygon Hands (Mean=3.00, SD=1.35). Based on a Friedman
test, a statistically significant difference between responses was
found, 𝜒 2 (2) = 34.506, p < 0.001. A post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests was conducted. The results were validated against
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a Bonferroni correction, resulting in a significance level at p <
0.017. The analysis shows a statistically significant difference for
realism when pairing Real Hands with Low Polygon Hands (Z=-4.226,
p<0.001) or Capsule Hands (Z=-4.036, p<0.001).
6.3.2 Familiarity. Participants state the Real Hands to appear most
familiar (Mean=6.70, SD=0.47) in contrast to the Capsule Hands
(Mean=1.87, SD=1.22) and Low Polygon Hands (Mean=2.57, SD=1.44).
There is a statistically significant difference for this question, 𝜒 2 (2) =
40.683, p < 0.001. A recurrent Wilcoxon test for familiarity revealed
statistically significant differences in all three cases when pairing
Capsule Hands with Low Polygon Hands (Z=-2.684, p=0.007), Capsule
Hands with Real Hands (Z=-4.241, p<0.001), and Low Polygon Hands
with Real Hands (Z=-4.222, p<0.001).
6.3.3 Visual Feedback. The hands from the real world are also
convincing in terms of sufficient visual feedback. A statistically
significant difference between the responses for the sufficiency of
visual feedback Real Hands (Mean=6.17, SD=1.27), Capsule Hands
(Mean=2.61, SD=2.06), and Low Polygon Hands (Mean=2.91, SD=1.56)
provide was shown, 𝜒 2 (2) = 30.400, p < 0.001. Again, a statistical
significance was found between the latter two options. However,
there is a significant difference when comparing Real Hands with
Low Polygon Hands (Z=-4.126, p<0.001) or Capsule Hands (Z=-3.889,
p<0.001). The illusion of moving inside a virtual world is expected
to be most supported by using Real Hands (Mean=5.83, SD=1.61)
instead of Capsule Hands (Mean=2.57, SD=2.063) or Low Polygon
Hands (Mean=1.85, SD=2.83). There is a statistically significant difference for the answers on immersion, 𝜒 2 (2) = 29.065, p < 0.001. A
Wilcoxon test reveals this difference to be valid for the trial between
Real Hands with Low Polygon Hands (Z=-3.926, p<0.001) or Capsule
Hands (Z=-3.844, p<0.001), yet not for the pair of Capsule Hands
and Low Polygon Hands (Z=-0.846, p=0.387).
6.3.4 Further Comments. The considerable predilection for the
real hand option is mainly due to it being the "most realistic"
(P3,P10,P11,P12,P13,P14,P16,P21) and, therefore, also feel more "natural" (P17). According to participants, the real hands "make a transition from reality to virtuality much easier" (P1). The other two
options "may be confusing while playing" (P18). While one person
directly connects the feeling of presence in VR with the level of
realism (P3), thereby arguing for MR, another (P4) remarks that
playing with hands that seem "completely new" and look "technical" might be easier. Seeing that VR does not reach perfect realness,
they would "rather get used to a new way of perceiving playing the
piano which still does get the human movement right" (P4). This
person chose the Capsule Hands option as favorable hand representation. Four participant reaffirm the importance of a representation
of the arms (P1,P4,P9,P14). P22 comments that the level of realism
was more important for the hands than for the environments.

6.4

Feedback Design

Concerning realtime feedback, the general opinion is that it is
not as important for the improvement of stage fright coping skills
(Mean=3.65, SD=2.31) as for performance skills (Mean=4.91, SD=2.31).
A tendency towards the belief that realtime feedback might in fact
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be distracting (Mean=4.35, SD=1.82) can be seen. In the open questions, participants propose new feedback variables, such as an "indirect feedback through reactions" (P22) of the involved virtual
people or checking the correctness of the volume of the played
notes and the quality of sound dynamics (P3,P20,P23). Some participants desire feedback on playing speed deviations and timing errors
(P3,P6,P7), as well as the accuracy of pedal usage (P23). Additional
information can also be gained by applying eye tracking sensors to
the system, to see where the focus lies during a performance (P2).
Two musicians expressed skepticism towards the used feedback
variable of correctness of played notes, particularly for stage fright
evaluation (P9,P11). A participant notes that to them the "musical
arc of suspense which frequently is disrupted when suffering from
stage fright" (P9) seems to be most affected by stage fright. Therefore, performance accuracy measurements are not necessarily the
most suitable variable. Another musicians underlines this impression, by emphasising the "artistic freedom" (P11) also having an
influence on the correctness of played notes.

7

DISCUSSION

The goal of PIANX is to explore possibilities for a VR or MR application that helps pianists cope with stage fright. An online survey
about the developed prototype was conducted. Most survey participants show a high willingness to try the application and state to be
interested in using the system at home. The interest of musicians
for MPA training application is supported by the research work of
Matei and Ginsborg [28] and the study results of Studer et al. [44].

7.1

Design of the Environment

The first research question addresses the design of virtual environments to effectively evoke MPA. One aspect all participants
commonly agree upon, is that a key feature of a stress provoking
environment is the high degree of realism. As proposed in [42] and
reaffirmed by one of the participants, the realism of an environment
is closely connected to the feeling of presence. Suggestions, such
as adding a piano bench or spotlights emphasise the importance
of a convincing design. Concerning MPA, we expected the Living
Room to provoke a rather low stress level, as the number of listeners was limited to one. The Living Room did indeed receive lower
ratings for stress. However, apparently the number of listeners is
not necessarily a decisive factor for anxiety. In fact, a shorter the
distance between the pianist and the listener seems to be just as
crucial in this matter, as multiple participants suggested to decrease
the distance, even enabling the listener to see the pianist’s fingers.
Furthermore, significantly more listeners (e.g. a live broadcast
of the performance) might lead to different result. This could be
investigated in the future. Apart from the number of listeners and
distance, the responses indicate that a certain familiarity towards
the listener seems to play a major role for evoking stage fright.
Multiple participants individually propose an environment that involves performing in front of friends and family, or role models such
as celebrities or a piano teacher. The high motivation to impress is
the common leitmotif here. In her definition of MPA, Kenny hints
towards the threat of social evaluation leading to higher MPA [19].
Other research work affirmed that the MPA level is higher for people, who are more motivated by the desire to impress the audience
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than to express something [47]. Contrary to our expectations, the
audition environment seems to have a similarly high stress provoking character as the concert hall. Hence, evaluative environments
should be included in future MPA training simulations.

7.2

Hand Visualization

As for hand visualization, we expected the display of real hands to
be a preferable solution to the virtual hands. Previous lab tests revealed that playing in MR felt most intuitive and by far easiest with
Real Hand representation. Indeed, apart from one person, all survey
participants preferred this representation to the others. Nonetheless, we imagined the realism of the hand to possibly confound
the illusion of moving inside a virtual world. Hence, an interest
in a completely virtual constructed world was expected to some
extent. Results show that participant did not feel this way about the
implementation. Compared to both virtual hands, most participants
feel that the Real Hand option in fact supports the immersion inside
VR even more. The common consensus of the participants is that
the degree of realism is a more determining factor for immersion
and acceptance. Hence, a deeper investigation of incorporating real
hands in MR piano systems is desirable.
The accuracy of the played notes was expected to be one of the
most important feedback variables. This hypothesis is based on
[40], who included accuracy measurements of missed notes and
correctly/incorrectly played notes into their error metrics. Participants indeed view this as crucial information for the improvement
of playing skills. For improvement of stage fright coping skills,
however, some participants doubt the usefulness of this variable.
Two point out that accuracy might be influenced by other factors,
such as individual interpretation. Instead, the focus should be on
aspects directly related to stage fright. These include, on one hand,
physical variables such as heart rate and sweat measurements. On
the other hand, psychological signs of stress such as the frequency
of interruptions are suggested. The variable speed as additional
feedback was also mentioned remarkably often. Möller et al. confirm that anxiety and excitement can have a physical influence on
the muscle tonus, possibly causing tight muscles and tremor [33].
This can lead to a restriction of fine motor skills and thus, also of
speed. Therefore, anxiety can be an influential factor for tempo and
feedback and should be included in MPA training apps.

8

CONCLUSION

The PIANX platform investigates different ways of implementing
and designing suitable applications for a piano playing experience
in MR. The goal is to help pianists cope with their Musical Performance Anxiety by using stage fright evoking simulations. A
survey among pianists of different skill levels revealed their views
on design aspects of the proposed MPA training application.
Participants felt the degree of realism to be a decisive criterion for
immersion and the effectiveness directly associated with it. For MPA
evoking scenarios, environments familiar to the pianist are particularly suitable. Furthermore, the level of perceived stress might
directly dependent on the distance of the pianist to the listeners.
Concerning hand representations, the online survey suggests
that pianists prefer a real hand representation to a virtual one.
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Therefore, MR solutions including pianists’ actual hands in the
simulation seem to be more suitable than VR approaches.
Finally, the study revealed participants’ desired feedback variables to improve their MPA coping skills. They favor feedback on
physiological reactions, such as heart rate, timing or speed.
Experiencing Music Performance Anxiety before and during a
musical performance affects a vast amount of musicians. Nonetheless, there are still many open questions as to how this phenomenon
can be dealt with and be prevented [26]. VR and MR technologies
are promising in this regard. We took a first step by presenting a
platform to practice in stage fright provoking VR and MR scenarios
and provide insights into how the use of MR, haptic feedback, and
the representation of the players’ hands are perceived by potential
users. Future directions include approaching our main limitations,
i.e., to conduct studies under controlled experimental conditions
in the lab, to assess effects between different hand representations
and virtual environments, and to utilise physiological sensors to
more accurately measure user’s stress and anxiety levels.
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